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a b s t r a c t

Three novel amino acid based anionic amphiphilic copolymers poly(sodium N-acryloyl-l-valinate-co-
alkylacrylamide) (where, alkyl = octyl and dodecyl) with either 9 or 16 mol% hydrophobic substitution
were synthesized. These hydrophobically modified polyelectrolytes (HMPs), above a critical con-
centration, self-assemble in aqueous solution through inter-chain hydrophobic aggregation, forming
micelle-like aggregates having hydrodynamic diameter in the range of 50–200 nm. The HMPs were found
to undergo conformational changes with the change in solution pH, electrolyte and additive concentra-
tion, and temperature. The polymeric micelles were observed to be stable under biological conditions (pH
7.4, [NaCl] = 150 mM and temperature (37 ◦C)). The solubilization capacity of the polymeric micelles for
six important non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs of different hydrophobicity was evaluated. Depend-
ing upon the hydrophobicity the solubilities of the drugs were observed to increase ca. 2–10 times in the
presence of 1.0 g/L copolymers. The in vitro release kinetics of the loaded drug was studied under phys-
iological pH. To explore their potential application in pharmaceutical industries hemocompatibility and
cytotoxicity studies were carried out using hemolytic and MTT assay, respectively. The anionic HMPs
were found to be not directly toxic to mammalian cells.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In recent years there has been a tremendous interest in the field
of designing drug delivery vehicles for administration of water-
insoluble and toxic drugs (Farokhzad and Langer, 2009; Allen and
Cullis, 2004). The hydrophobic nature of most drugs limits their
efficacy and bioavailability. Therefore solubilization, encapsulation,
and delivery of these drugs require water-soluble, biocompatible,
and target specific drug delivery systems (DDSs) that can improve
the efficacy of a drug (Kreuter, 1994; Elvira et al., 2002; Florence and
Attwood, 1998; Lawrence, 1996; Uchegbu and Florence, 1995). For
therapeutic applications, carriers having nanometer (∼100 nm) to
submicron size (<0.4 �m) are preferred for enhanced permeabil-
ity and retention (EPR) effect (Maeda et al., 2000). Another goal of
drug delivery is to simultaneously increase circulation time while
decreasing the dosages so that drug toxicity is reduced. A DDS
not only requires sequestration and solubilization of hydrophobic
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drugs but also requires the ability to ultimately release the drug
molecule. Thus in successful DDS, the drug cannot be tightly or
chemically bound so as to prevent drug release from the delivery
system.

Since the time of realization of the need for DDS different nano-
size microheterogeneous systems have emerged as potential drug
carriers (Kreuter, 1994). During the last twenty years or so, a variety
of polymeric drug carriers (Cortesi and Nastruzzi, 1999; Cevc, 1993;
Gupta and Moulik, 2008; Moulik and Paul, 1998; Tenjarala, 1999;
Kantaria et al., 1999; Watnasirichikul et al., 2002) have emerged as
prospective DDS. In fact, a lot of effort has been made in develop-
ing injectable, biocompatible, biodegradable polymers (Guo et al.,
2005; Kakinoki et al., 2007; Okino et al., 2002) and nanoparticles
(Reddy et al., 2006) for anticancer drug delivery applications. In
addition, molecules with self-assembly properties have also been
studied for such applications (Torchilin, 2001). The self-organizing
polymeric systems often lead to enhanced therapeutic index of
hydrophobic drugs through increased solubilization and modifi-
cation of their pharmacokinetic profiles. The encapsulated drugs in
these delivery systems are protected from degradation in biological
fluids and their penetration through the biological cell membranes

0378-5173/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Chart 1. Molecular structures of the random copolymers.

is facilitated due to the presence of interfacial lipid layer (Kunze
et al., 2009). Therefore, the polymer-based drug or vaccine deliv-
ery systems have attracted much attention due to their ability to
perform multiple critical functions as mentioned above.

Because they can be useful in drug delivery, the self-assembly
of amphiphilic polymers (Klaikherd et al., 2009; Wittemann et al.,
2007; Chelushkin et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2006; Hua et al.,
2006; Garnier and Laschewsky, 2006; Gao et al., 2006), poly-
meric micelles (Cashion and Long, 2009; Deen and Gan, 2009;
Sakai et al., 2009) and hydrophobically modified polymers (HMPs)
(Obeid et al., 2009; Cavalieri et al., 2007; Min et al., 2008; Liu
et al., 2007, 2010; Fan et al., 2007) in aqueous media has been
investigated extensively. Recently we have also reported syn-
thesis and aggregation behavior of three new amino acid-based
hydrophobically modified anionic polyelectrolytes, poly(sodium N-
acryloyl-l-valinate-co-alkylacrylamide) (see Chart 1 for structures)
(Dutta et al., 2009a). Using different experimental techniques, such
as surface tension, viscometry, fluorescence, electron microscopy,
and dynamic light scattering it was demonstrated that the copoly-
mers formed spontaneous unicore micelles having hydrodynamic
diameter in the range of 50–200 nm with hydrophobic and vis-
cous microenvironments. In addition, the copolymers exhibit a
pH-induced conformational transition near physiological pH. These
copolymers were also found to be particularly interesting in
increasing the solubility of poorly water-soluble drug griseofulvin
(Dutta et al., 2009b). For griseofulvin, the solubilization capacity
(Scp) of the HMPs was found to be ca. 11.5–27.7 mg/g, which is
quite large compared to that of micelle-forming neutral surfac-
tants [e.g., Tween 80 (3.4 mg/g), and Creomphor EL (2.6 mg/g)]
and triblock copolymers (Mn ∼ 5000–7000 g/mol) of ethylene oxide
and phenylglycidyl ether (∼4.0–17.8 mg/g) (Dutta et al., 2009b).
Encouraged by the preliminary results we have extended the work
to other pharmaceutically active compounds. Thus in this work, the
loading capacity of these copolymers for a series of hydrophobic
anti-inflammatory drugs, such as (±)-fenoprofen (FNP), flurbipro-
fen (FLP), indoprofen (INP), ketoprofen (KTP), naproxen (NPX),
and suprofen (SUP) was measured. The rational behind selecting
these drugs is that they are easily available and have chro-
mophoric groups and hence their concentration can be measured
by spectrophotometric method. The drug release kinetics of two
representative encapsulated drugs, NPX and KTP were studied in
pH 5, and 7.4 at the physiological temperature (37 ◦C). The sta-
bility of the drug carriers against salt (NaCl) and additives (e.g.,
urea, and ethanol) was investigated. Finally, the biocompatibility of
the copolymers was examined by MTT assay and hemolysis stud-
ies.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The copolymers used in this study were prepared with
the monomer sodium N-acryloyl-l-valinate (SAVal) and N-
alkylacrylamide (alkyl = octyl and dodeyl) with either 9 or 16 mol%
hydrophobic substitution in DMF solvent at 60 ◦C using azoisobu-
tyronitrile (AIBN) as free radical initiator. The detailed synthetic
procedure and molecular characterization could be found in our
earlier report (Dutta et al., 2009a). The molecular weights and
the physicochemical properties of the copolymers are summarized
in Table 1. The fluorescent probes like pyrene, 1,6-diphenyl-
1,3,5-hexatriene (DPH), and 1-anilinonaphthalene (AN) (Aldrich)
were recrystallized from ethanol or acetone–ethanol mixture
three times before use. The non-steroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs), (±)-fenoprofen (FNP), flurbiprofen (FLP), indo-
profen (INP), ketoprofen (KTP), naproxen (NPX), and suprofen
(SUP), were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich and were used
as received. MTT (3-(4,5-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-
tetrazolium bromide) was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich (St.
Louis, MO, USA). All the reagents and solvents specially dimethyl-
formamide (DMF), ethanol, methanol, tetrahydrofuran (THF),
acetone, dichloromethane were of commercially available [reagent
grade (>98%)] and dried and distilled fresh before use. Sodium
chloride, potassium chloride, sodium dihydrogen phosphate, and
sodium hydroxide were of analytical grade and were procured from
SRL, Mumbai. Double distilled water was used for preparation of all
solutions.

2.2. General methods

The pH measurements were conducted with a digital pH meter
Model pH 5652 (EC India Ltd., Kolkata) using a glass electrode.
The UV–visible spectra were recorded in a Shimadzu (model 1601)
spectrophotometer. Fluorescence spectra of 1-anilinonaphthalene
(AN) probe were obtained with a Perkin Elmer LS-55 spectroflu-
orometer. The AN solutions were excited at 340 nm and emission
was collected in the range 360–550 nm. Steady-state fluorescence
anisotropy (r) of DPH was measured on the same Perkin Elmer LS-
55 spectrophotometer equipped with filter polarizers that used the
L-format configuration. The correction factor and the anisotropy
value were determined automatically using existing software sup-
plied by the manufacturer. The final concentration of DPH was
adjusted to (2 × 10−7 M) by adding appropriate amount of ethanol
stock solution of the probe. The excitation wavelength was set at
350 nm and the emission was monitored at 450 nm using excita-
tion and emission slits with a band-pass of 2.5 and 2.5–5.0 nm,
respectively. A 430 nm emission cut-off filter was used to reduce
scattered and stray radiation. The temperature of the samples was
set at 30 ◦C using the water jacketed magnetically stirred cell holder
in the spectrometer connected to Thermo Neslab RTE-7 circulating
water bath that enables the temperature control of ±0.1 ◦C.

The dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments were performed
on a Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instrument Laboratory, Malvern,
U.K.) instrument employing a He–Ne laser operated at 4 mW
(�o = 632.8 nm), and a digital correlator. Prior to the measurements,
each solution was cleaned by centrifuging at a speed of 5000 rpm for
15 min followed by filtration through a 0.45 �m filter paper (Milli-
pore Millex syringe filter). The scattering intensity was measured
at a 173◦ angle to the incident beam. The final solution was loaded
into an optical quality cylindrical quartz sample cell which subse-
quently placed in the DLS optical system for 30 min to equilibrate
at the desired temperature (25 ◦C). The data acquisition was carried
out for 2 min and each experiment was repeated at least two times.
The apparent diffusion coefficients (Dapp) were calculated by cumu-
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Table 1
Molecular weight, polydispersity index (Mw/Mn), pKa, critical aggregation concentration (CAC), polarity parameters (I1/I3), microviscosity (�m), mean hydrodynamic radius
〈Rh〉, and zeta-potential (�) of 1.0 g/L SAVal-DA(0.09), SAVal-DA(0.16), and SAVal-OA(0.16) in aqueous phosphate buffer solution (pH 8).

Copolymer Mn (×10−5)(g/mol) Mw/Mn CAC (×104)(g/L) I1/I3 �m(mPa s) 〈Rh〉 (nm) �(mV) pKa Tm (◦C)

SAVal-DA(0.09) 2.3 1.76 45.0 1.3 44.4 54.0 −19.2 6.0 36.4
SAVal-DA(0.16) 11.7 1.15 9.0 1.0 94.0 42.0 −14.6 6.2 39.7
SAVal-OA(0.16) 11.8 1.21 220.0 1.3 73.0 11.0, 102.5 −17.6 6.1 36.8

lant analysis (first order) of an autocorrelation function generated
by the scattered light intensity fluctuations. Average hydrodynamic
diameter (dh) was estimated from diffusion coefficients, using the
Stokes–Einstein equation:

Dapp = kBT

3��dh
(1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature,
and � is the viscosity of the solvent.

The surface zeta potential of the copolymers was also measured
using Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instrument Laboratory, Malvern,
U.K.) optical system equipped with an He–Ne laser operated at
4 mW (�o = 632.8 nm) at 25 ◦C. The concentrations of the copoly-
mers were kept at 1 g/L with either pH 5/7.4 (50 mM PBS). For each
sample, an average value of three successive measurements was
considered.

2.3. Solubilization studies

Solubilization studies were carried out following our previous
report (Dutta et al., 2009b). Briefly, the NSAIDs were dissolved
in chloroform in screw-caped test tube. After complete dissolu-
tion of drug molecule, chloroform was evaporated by passing N2
gas through it. A 5 mL polymer solution (ca. ∼ 0.05–2.0 g/L) was
added subsequently to the tube and the polymer solution con-
taining the drug left under stirring for five days at 37 ◦C to ensure
the solubilization equilibrium. The insoluble drugs were removed
by centrifugation at a speed of 4000 rpm for 10 min followed by
careful filtration of the supernatant using Millipore Millex filter
(0.45 �m pore diameter). An aliquot of these samples was diluted
with methanol and absorbance value was measured by a UV–vis
spectrophotometer at an analytical wavelength (see Table 2) using
the previously recorded calibration curve. The copolymer solution
at the same dilution was used as a blank. The same procedure
was also applied for every single drug molecule to determine
their water solubility and make necessary correction. Solubilization
capacities (Scp) and encapsulation efficiency (Eef) were calculated
for 1 g/L copolymer solution according to the following equations
(Yalkowsky, 1999; Miguel et al., 2008):

Scp (mg/g) =
(SG

poly
− SG

water)

(Cpoly − CAC)
(2)

Eef = amount of drug encapsulated in polymer (mg) × 100
amount of drug added (mg)

(3)

where SG
poly

is the solubility of drug in copolymer solution (mg/L),

SG
water is the solubility of drug in water (mg/L), Cpoly is the con-

centration of the copolymer in g/L (1.0 g/L), and CAC is the critical
aggregation concentration of the copolymer.

2.4. Drug release kinetics

In vitro drug release kinetics was performed with KTP- and NPX-
loaded drug solution in both pH 5 and pH 7.4 at 37 ◦C for 1 g/L
copolymer solution. The dialysis was carried out with 1 mL solution
of drug-loaded polymer micelles from the double sided Biodia-
lyzer (Aldrich) dialysis compartment using cellulose membrane

with molecular weight cutoff of 12 kDa. Before every measurement,
un-entrapped drug was removed from the solution by dialyzing
against 20 mL buffer solution of pH 5 in a 2 h of dialysis, the dialysis
cell was withdrawn and immediately maintained into a freshly pre-
pared buffer solution and dialyzed against buffer of the desired pH
(pH 5.0: acetate; pH 7.4: phosphate, 0.1 M NaCl) at 37 ◦C. At inter-
vals, aliquots of 2 mL were withdrawn from the solution to quantify
the amount of release from the micelles. The volume removed from
the dialysis cell was replaced by adding 2 mL fresh buffer solution
after each sampling to ensure sink conditions.

2.5. Hemolytic assay

The copolymers were dissolved in sterile water to desired con-
centrations (0.1 g/L and 1 g/L). Hemolytic assay was performed
using the protocol reported by Katanasaka et al. (2008) with some
modification. In brief, blood was obtained from 6-week-old BALB/c
male mice and red blood cells (RBCs) were collected by centrifu-
gation (1500 rpm, 5 min, and 4 ◦C) of the blood. The collected RBC
pellet was diluted in 20 mM HEPES buffered saline (pH 7.4) to give a
5% (v/v) solution. The RBC suspension was added to HEPES-buffered
saline, 1% Triton X-100, and samples and incubated for 60 min
at 37 ◦C. After centrifugation with (Heraeus table top centrifuge
5805R) at 12,000 rpm at 4 ◦C, the supernatants were transferred to a
96-well plate. Hemolytic activity was determined by measuring the
absorption at 550 nm using benchmark microplate reader (Biorad
Microplate reader 5804R). The samples with 0% lysis (HEPES buffer
saline) and 100% lysis (1% Triton X-100) were referred as +ve and
−ve control, respectively. All assays were performed in triplicate.
Hemolytic activity of each treatment was expressed as percent cell
lysis relative to the untreated control cells (% control) is defined as:

hemolysis (%)

= (abs at 550 samples − abs at 550 −ve control)
(abs at 550 +ve control − abs at 550 −ve control)

× 100

(4)

2.6. In vitro cytotoxicity assay

Fibroblast cell 3T3 cell line (frozen three months before) was
grown in RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 2 mM
l-glutamine, 100 units/mL penicillin, and 0.1 mg/mL streptomycin.
Cells were grown in T-25 flasks at 37 ◦C, 5% CO2 with a feeding
cycle of 2 days. After cells became 80% confluent (after 2 days) they
were trypsinized (0.25% trypsin + 0.1% EDTA), centrifuged and were
suspended in RPMI 1640. Cells were seeded in fresh T-25 flasks at a
density of 3 × 103 cells/cm2 and were cultured in RPMI 1640 with
a feeding cycle of 2 days.

The copolymers were dissolved in sterile water (pH 7.4) and fil-
tered through 0.2 �m polycarbonate filter. Then the samples were
diluted to desired concentrations. Cell suspensions were seeded
into a 96-well plate at a density of 3 × 103 cells/well in 0.1 mL
complete medium. The cells were allowed to adhere and grow for
24 h at 37 ◦C in an incubator (Heraeus Hera Cell), after which the
medium was aspirated and replaced with 0.1 mL fresh medium con-
taining control and samples with the desired concentrations. After
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Table 2
Physicochemical properties and solubility in water, solubility (Seq) (mg/L), solubilization capacity (Scp) (mg/g), and encapsulation efficiency (Eef) (%) of KTP, INP, SUP, FNP,
NPX, and FLP in pH 5 for 1.0 g/L SAVal-DA(0.09), SAVal-DA(0.16), SAVal-DA(0.16) copolymers.

Drugs a�(nm) blog Kow
cε(L mol−1 cm−1) dSolubility(mg/L) Copolymers Solubilization parameters

Seq Scp Eef

KTP 256 2.683 16,367 510 (490) SAVal-DA(0.09) 1394 ± 132 887 7.8
SAVal-OA(0.16) 1683 ± 167 962 11
SAVal-DA(0.16) 2363 ± 122 1853 14.1

SUP 295 2.659 15,384 560 SAVal-DA(0.09) 1670 ± 154 1110 11.2
SAVal-OA(0.16) 1927 ± 113 1365 13.3
SAVal-DA(0.16) 2952 ± 201 2389 21.6

INP 283 2.391 12,398 77 SAVal-DA(0.09) 871 ± 119 798 43.4
SAVal-OA(0.16) 962 ± 115 887 57.6
SAVal-DA(0.16) 1672 ± 179 1596 72.3

NPX 271 2.998 4231 22 (16, 25) SAVal-DA(0.09) 131 ± 11 114 18.9
SAVal-OA(0.16) 147 ± 14 131 21.8
SAVal-DA(0.16) 234 ± 13 218 47.1

FNP 271 3.449 2649 13 SAVal-DA(0.09) 113 ± 10 101 27.5
SAVal-DA(0.16) 134 ± 15 122 39.5
SAVal-DA(0.16) 199 ± 9 187 56.3

FLP 247 3.769 19,526 11 SAVal-DA(0.09) 124.5 ± 13.2 112 30.3
SAVal-OA(0.16) 167.4 ± 15.4 156 41.4
SAVal-DA(0.16) 205.4 ± 11.4 194 63.2

a Analytical wavelength used for quantification.
b Octanol-water partition coefficient.
c Molar extinction coefficient.
d Aqueous solubility (the data in the parentheses are reported value) [Péhourcq et al., 2001; Leo et al., 1971].

48 h, the culture medium was removed and the cells were washed
with sterile phosphate buffer saline (PBS) (0.1 mL/well) three times.
Cell viability was assessed using a conventional MTT (3-(4,5-
dimethyl-2-thiazolyl)-2,5-diphenyl-2H-tetrazolium bromide) dye
reduction assay. 0.1 mL of MTT reagent in PBS (1 g/L) was added
to each well. After 4–5 h incubation, the MTT reagent mixture was
gently removed and 0.1 mL DMSO was subsequently added into
each well to dissolve the purple formazan precipitate which was
reduced from MTT by the viable cells with active mitochondria. The
formazan dye was measured spectrophotometrically using bench-
mark microplate reader at 550 nm. All assays were performed in
triplicate. The cytotoxic effect of each treatment was expressed
as percent cell viability relative to the untreated control cells (%
control) defined as:

cell viability (%)

= (absorbance at 550 of treated cells with samples)
(absorbance at 550 of control cells without samples)

× 100

(5)

2.7. Statistical analysis

The statistical method used to analyze the significant differences
between control and treatment groups is one-way analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA). The results were expressed as mean ± SD unless
otherwise noted; ***p < 0.001 was considered statistically signifi-
cant.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Physicochemical properties of HMPs

The detailed solution behavior of the HMPs employed in this
study has been reported in our earlier publication (Dutta et al.,
2009a). A summary of the physicochemical properties of the
copolymers has been presented in Table 1. The data in Table 1
suggest that the HMPs have high molecular weights in the range

of 200–1000 kDa. The copolymers SAVal-DA(0.16) and SAVal-
OA(0.16), however, have narrow molecular weight distributions.
All these HMPs form aggregates above CAC. The HMP with higher
hydrophobe content has lower CAC value. On the other hand,
decrease of hydrophobic chain length increases the CAC value. The
aggregates in solutions of SAVal-DA(0.09) and SAVal-DA(0.16) have
average size around 50 nm. On the other hand, SAVal-OA(0.16)
exhibits existence of two types of aggregates, one having average
hydrodynamic radius (〈Rh〉) ca. 10 nm and the other having Rh of
about 100 nm. The nanosize aggregates thus formed have overall
negative charges as indicated by the negative zeta-potential (�)
values. The values of polarity parameters (I1/I3) suggest that the
microenvironments of the polymeric nanoparticles are less polar
compared to bulk water (1.69) (Khatua and Dey, 2007), showing
their ability to solubilize hydrophobic molecules. However, the
microenvironments of the nanoparticles are very viscous compared
to normal micelles of ionic surfactants. This is indicated by the
large values of �m which were obtained from steady-state and
time-resolved fluorescence studies. The pKa value corresponding
to the protonation of the –COO− group of the nanoparticles is ca.
6.0, suggesting conformational changes around pH 6.0 upon acid-
ification of the aqueous solution. The melting temperatures of the
nanoparticles are close to physiological temperature (37 ◦C).

3.2. Solubilization of NSAIDs

The NSAIDs are the analgesics and anti-inflammatory pharma-
ceutical compounds most commonly used for symptoms associated
with osteoarthritis and other chronic musculoskeletal conditions
across the world (Marie, 1998). They are used mainly to treat pain,
inflammation and fever in animal and human species. However,
poor solubility of NSAIDs restricts their use in topical and par-
enteral applications. In order to improve the solubility of NSAIDs
in water, addition of surface-active agents and formation of water-
soluble salts have been used earlier (Yumiko et al., 1996; Makiko
et al., 2000). Among others, NSAIDs with propionic acid classes
(pKa ∼ 3–5) are found to be particularly interesting in medical
application. Although, the sodium salt forms of these drugs are
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more soluble in water and used for drug formulation, they have
very limited solubility in pH close to their pKa (∼4–5) (Hadgraft
et al., 2000; Yiyun and Tongwen, 2005). Therefore, in this study,
the solubility of six most important and commonly used NSAIDs
of different hydrophobicity has been measured at different con-
centrations (above CAC) of SAVal-DA(0.09), SAVal-OA(0.16), and
SAVal-DA(0.16) in pH 5. The solubilization of the drugs into the
miceller aggregates of the copolymers was achieved by direct disso-
lution method in the concentration range 0.05–2.0 g/L. The amount
of the drug loaded at equilibrium was determined spectrophoto-
metrically at an analytical wavelength of the drug molecules. The
solubilities of some NSAIDs in pure water were obtained from liter-
ature (Fini et al., 1995; Hadgraft et al., 2000). The solubility of other
NSAIDs in pure water was determined by the above procedure.
The solubility data along with some physicochemical properties of
the NSAIDs have been collected in Table 2. To further evaluate the
efficacy of the system in solubilization, two important parameters,
solubilization capacity (Scp), and encapsulation efficiency (Eef) (i.e.,
the % of drug incorporated into the micelles) described above in
the experimental section were estimated using 1.0 g/L copolymer
solution.

The plots of equilibrium solubility (Seq) of the NSAIDs at dif-
ferent concentrations of the copolymers are shown in Fig. 1.
Obviously, the aqueous solubilities of NSAIDs increased linearly
over the range of polymer concentration. To compare the enhance-
ment in solubility for a given copolymer against all the drugs the
Seq/Sw i.e., the solubility enhancement factor was calculated. The
Seq/Sw values for all the three copolymers have been shown as
bar graph in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the Seq/Sw value for any
individual NSAID increases for the copolymer in the order SAVal-
DA(0.16) > SAVal-OA(0.16) > SAVal-DA(0.09). It is well known that
the enhancement in solubilization of any compound depends not
only on the hydrophobicity of the hydrophobic solute it is also
a strong function of the internal environment of the solubilizate.
The fluorescence probe data described in Table 1 suggest that in
1 g/L polymer solution, the micropolarity and microviscosity of
the copolymers SAVal-DA(0.09), and SAVal-OA(0.16) are 1.32 and
44.4 mPa s, and 1.34 and 73.6 mPa s, respectively. Therefore, they
have almost comparable hydrophobic character. In comparison,
the copolymer SAVal-DA(0.16) has less polar and more viscous
microenvironment reflected by its low I1/I3 (∼1.02) and high �m

(∼94.0) values. Therefore, it is quite reasonable that the partition-
ing would be more favored in case of more hydrophobic copolymer
SAVal-DA(0.16).

The solubilities in copolymer solution and in pure water
(Table 2) were further compared among the NSAIDs, and it is
observed that the smallest enhancement in solubilization obtained
for the drugs KTP and SUP. Thus in presence of 1 g/L SAVal-DA(0.09)
copolymer the solubilities for KTP and SUP are 1394 and 1670 mg/L,
respectively, which are ca.1.8 and 3.0 times enhancement rela-
tive to their aqueous solubility. Under the same concentration,
the solubilities of KTP in SAVal-OA(0.16), and SAVal-DA(0.16)
are, however, 1683 and 2363 mg/L which are ca. 2 and 3 fold
increase, respectively. On the other hand, the solubilities of SUP
in the same polymer solutions are 1927 and 2952 mg/L, which
are ca. 3 and 5 fold increase, respectively. From Table 2, it is
observed that the KTP and SUP have nearly the same octanol/water
partition coefficient, log Kow value (Table 2), and their water solu-
bilities are higher compared to the other NSAIDs. Because of their
hydrophilic character they prefer to remain in bulk water. Hence,
the partitioning into the hydrophobic microenvironment is com-
paratively less for these two drug molecules. NPX and FNP, on
the other hand, have very low water solubility (∼22 and 13 mg/L,
respectively) and high log Kow value. As a result, the solubility is
greatly enhanced for these two drugs in presence of the copoly-
mers.

However, surprisingly the solubility of INP (less hydropho-
bic and more water soluble than FNP, and NPX) showed a huge
increase of solubility in presence of the HMPs. Thus, while SAVal-
DA(0.09) and SAVal-OA(0.16) increase their solubility ca. 11, and
ca. 13 times, respectively, the copolymer SAVal-DA(0.16) increases
almost 22 times, which is the largest enhancement among all
the drugs employed. If one closely looks at the molecular struc-
ture of INP, it can be found that it has one tertiary amine group,
which in pH 5 probably gets protonated and carries an over-
all positive charge. On adding to copolymer solution, along with
the hydrophobic interaction it also interacts with the carboxylate
groups that remain dissociated at that pH through electrostatic
interaction.

3.3. In vitro drug release

In order to investigate in vitro drug release, KTP and NPX were
chosen arbitrarily as representative examples. The release stud-
ies were carried out for KTP and NPX loaded copolymer micelles
in 1.0 g/L SAVal-DA(0.16). Fig. 2 presents the release profiles of
the drugs in pH 5.0 and 7.4 at 37 ◦C. As observed, the KTP-
loaded micelles at pH 5.0 showed much faster drug release kinetics
than NPX-loaded micelles, which is due to the increased aque-
ous solubility and weak hydrophobic interaction between KTP and
hydrophobic inner core of the micelles. Thus, while for KTP almost
100% release was achieved within 12 h, more than 45 h was taken
to attain the equilibrium in case of NPX. When the same was com-
pared in pH 7.4, it was observed that unlike low pH the release
is comparatively faster even in case of NPX drug. The cumulative
release data (%) were further analyzed using Korsmeyer–Peppas
power law model (Mt/M∝ = ktn) (Ritger and Peppas, 1987) to study
the mechanism of drug release kinetics. A good correlation coeffi-
cient (R2 = 0.99) was observed for both KTP and NPX. The resulting
release exponent value (n) < 0.5 confirmed diffusion based drug
release mechanism for this polymeric system (Dutta et al., 2009b).
For both the drugs, it was observed that the kinetic constant k
decreased upon increase of pH from 5.0 to 7.4 suggesting faster
release (about 1.5 times) at pH 7.4.

3.4. Evaluation of micelle stability against additives

The stability of the polymeric micelles is one of the major con-
cerns for pharmaceutical application. To evaluate the same we have
earlier investigated the influence of pH and temperature on the
dissociation of micelles at different polymer concentrations. It was
observed that at low pH < 6.0 the micelles become compact and
rigid due to the loss of polyelectrolyte character and they disso-
ciate slowly at low polymer concentration above 37 ◦C. However,
at high polymer concentration (∼1.0 g/L) these have enough stabil-
ity for drug delivery application. Here, we investigate the influence
of different organic and inorganic additives, for example, ethanol,
urea, and salt (NaCl). The effects of additives on the stability of
the polymeric micelles were studied by steady state fluorescence
probe technique using AN, and DPH as extrinsic probe molecules.
It is known that AN when solubilized in nonpolar environment
exhibits a large shift of the fluorescence emission maximum (��)
accompanied by a huge increase of fluorescence intensity relative
to that in water (Kujawa et al., 2006). On the other hand, fluores-
cence anisotropy (r) of DPH probe gives an idea about the rigidity
of it microenvironment (Repáková et al., 2004). We therefore mea-
sured �� value of AN and r-value of DPH probe in 0.25 g/L and
1.0 g/L polymer solutions in the presence of different concentra-
tions of urea. Fig. 3 shows the plots of �� and r as a function of
[urea]. As seen from the figure, in concentrated solution (1.0 g/L)
of the polymers, there was hardly any change of the fluorescence
properties of AN and DPH probes upon addition of increasing con-
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Fig. 1. Solubility profiles of NSAIDs in the presence of anionic HMPs in aqueous buffer solution (pH 5, 100 mM NaCl); (�) SAVal-DA(0.09), (�) SAVal-OA(0.16), and (�)
SAVal-DA(0.16); bar diagram showing the solubility enhancement factor (Seq/Sw) of NSAIDs measured in 1.0 g/L HMP solution.
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Fig. 2. The release profiles of KTP and NPX from SAVal-DA(0.16) copolymer micelles with 0.1 M NaCl at 37 ◦C; (a) pH 5, and (c) pH 7.4; plots of ln [Mt/M∝] versus ln t for KTP
and NPX; (b) pH 5, and (d) pH 7.4.

centration of urea. This is because in concentrated solution, the
polymeric micelles are very compact and urea molecules are unable
to penetrate them. However, in 0.25 g/L polymer solution, both ��
and r-value decreased with the increase of [urea], indicating desta-
bilization of the aggregates, which releases the probe molecules to
the bulk solvent. It can be seen that the �� value is very small even
in the presence of 8 M urea, suggesting that the polarity of water
has not changed significantly. This means that the urea molecules
penetrate into the hydrophobic domain thus increasing the microp-
olarity of the aggregates which is also indicated by the increase of
hydrodynamic volume of the aggregates. Fig. 4 shows the size dis-
tributions of the polymeric micelles in 0.25 g/L SAVal-DA(0.09) and
SAVal-DA(0.16) in the presence of different concentrations of urea.
It is interesting to see that although a single narrow size distribution
was observed in aqueous solution of SAVal-DA(0.16), in the pres-
ence of 2 M urea a new peak corresponding aggregates with average
diameter ca. 10 nm appears. However, it is clear from the figure that
the size distributions gradually shift toward larger diameter range

with the increase of urea concentration, suggesting destabilization
of the aggregates.

In order to study the effect of ethanol on the micelle stability,
fluorescence anisotropy of DPH probe was measured in the pres-
ence of varying ethanol concentration (5–70% v/v) for two different
polymer concentrations (0.25 g/L and 1.0 g/L). The plot of the vari-
ation of r as a function of [EtOH] is shown in Fig. 5. As observed,
at low polymer concentration, the r-value gradually deceases with
increasing [EtOH] revealing destabilization of the miceller aggre-
gates. In contrast to the effect of urea, at higher concentration of
the copolymers similar trend is also observed (Fig. 5(b)). However,
for SAVal-DA(0.16) copolymer, the change of r is small, which con-
firms tighter packing of the hydrocarbon chains in the aggregate at
higher concentration.

The effect of salt concentration on the stability of the copoly-
mer micelles is shown by the plots of �� of AN, and r-value of
DPH as a function of [NaCl] in Fig. 6. For the copolymers, �� grad-
ually increases with the increase of [NaCl], reaching a plateau at

Fig. 3. (a) Plots of shift of emission maximum (��) of AN as a function of [urea]; (b) plot fluorescence anisotropy (r) versus [urea] for 0.25 g/L (closed symbol) and 1.0 g/L
(open symbol) SAVal-DA(0.09) (circle) and SAVal-DA(0.16) (triangle).
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Fig. 4. Intensity average size distributions in 0.25 g/L (a) SAVal-DA(0.09) and (b) SAVal-DA(0.16) copolymer solutions in the presence of different urea concentrations.

Fig. 5. Plots of fluorescence anisotropy (r) of DPH as a function of [EtOH] (v/v %) for (a) 0.25 g/L and (b) 1.0 g/L. (�) SAVal-DA(0.09), (�) SAVal-OA(0.16), and (�) SAVal-DA(0.16)
copolymers.

Fig. 6. Plots of (a) shift of emission maximum (��) of AN versus [NaCl] and (b) anisotropy (r) of DPH versus [NaCl] in 0.25 g/L of the copolymers, (�) SAVal-DA(0.09) and (�)
SAVal-DA(0.16).
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Fig. 7. Percentage of hemolysis of copolymers at 0.1 g/L and 1 g/L concentration at
physiological pH (7.4). (Inset: the picture represents hemolytic assay of the copoly-
mers.) Significant difference is shown as ***p < 0.001 versus +ve control. The bars
indicate the means ± SD (n = 3).

moderate ionic strength, reflecting collapse of the polymer chains
into a compact globular like state. However, the increase is more
pronounced in dilute polymer solution of the HMPs. Pronounced
conformational change could also be observed with the copoly-
mer SAVal-DA(0.09) with lower hydrophobe content. This is due to
reduction of ionic repulsions among the negatively charged amino
acid moieties in the polymer backbone. The increased r-value in the
presence of high salt concentration also suggests salt-induced con-
formational transition to a more compact state. The salt-induced
conformational transition is further indicated by the reduction of
average Rh value of the aggregates of SAVal-DA(0.16) from 34 nm to
23 nm, and of SAVal-DA(0.09) from 62 nm to 44 nm upon addition
of 0.8 M NaCl.

3.5. Hemocompatibility studies

To explore the compatibility of the copolymers with blood
components, hemolytic assays were performed for all the three
copolymers SAVal-DA(0.09), SAVal-DA(0.16), and SAVal-OA(0.16)
in pH 7.4 (HEPES buffer, 20 mM). Freshly isolated BALB/c male
mice red blood cell (RBC) suspension (5% v/v) was added to
HEPES-buffered saline, 1% Triton X-100 and polymers with a final
concentration of 0.01 and 1.0 g/L, and incubated for 60 min at 37 ◦C.
The pictures associated to the hemolytic experiments are presented
in inset of Fig. 7. As seen, clearly none of the samples exhibit any
hemolysis.

To quantify the hemolytic activity of polymer samples for each
treatment, the percentage of cell lysis relative to the untreated
cell (% control) was determined by measuring the absorbance
(570 nm) of the supernatant. Hemolytic activity (in %) of the copoly-
mers along with the +ve and −ve control is presented in Fig. 7.
It is known that any sample with less than 5% hemolysis ratio
is regarded as nontoxic (Rao and Sharma, 1997). In the present
investigation, it is observed that the copolymers SAVal-DA(0.09),
SAVal-DA(0.16), and SAVal-OA(0.16) at a concentration of 0.1 g/L
exhibit 2.1 ± 0.21, 1.8 ± 0.05, and 2.8 ± 0.11% hemolysis, respec-
tively. Therefore, with hydrophobic substitution in the amino acid
side chain of copolymers did not exhibit any significant lysis to RBC

Fig. 8. MTT assay based fibroblast cell line 3T3 cell viability (in %) as a function
of concentration for copolymers at physiological pH (7.4). Significant difference is
shown as ***p < 0.001 versus +ve control. The bars indicate the means ± SD (n = 3).

membrane and hemolytic activity of the copolymers was indepen-
dent on the hydrophobic composition or hydrophobic chain length
to poly(sodium N-acryloyl-l-valinate). When the final concentra-
tion was increased to 1.0 g/L, the hemolysis was found to increase
to 2.5 ± 0.08, 2.7 ± 0.18, and 3.5 ± 0.13%, respectively. However,
the values (<5%) still remain within the limit of toxicity. Hence,
the copolymers are practically compatible to blood component
RBC.

3.6. Cytotoxicity studies

The biocompatibility of the copolymers was also evaluated by
measuring the toxicity on fibroblast cell line. The cytotoxicity of the
copolymers in the concentration range of 0.1–2.0 g/L at physiolog-
ical pH (7.4) was evaluated by measuring the viability of 3T3 cells
using the MTT assay. The cell viability is shown in Fig. 8. The results
exhibited insignificant amount of cell death at the concentration
range of 0.1–2.0 g/L and more than 60% cells are still found viable
which indicate cytocompatibility of the present copolymers under
study.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, we have investigated the solubilization capac-
ities of three new class of micelle-forming l-amino acid-based
hydrophobically modified anionic polymers, SAVal-DA(0.16),
SAVal-OA(0.16), and SAVal-DA(0.09) for various prescription
NSAID molecules that have poor aqueous solubility. The solubilities
of the drugs were observed to increase linearly with the polymer
concentration. In all the cases, depending upon the hydrophobicity
of the molecules, solubility was found to increase ca. 2–10 times
in the presence of 1.0 g/L copolymers. In any polymer solution of
a given concentration (1 g/L), the equilibrium solubilities of the
six NSAIDs (e.g., KTP, INP, FNP, FLP, NPX, and SUP) were observed
to decrease in the order SUP > KTP > INP > NPX > FNP > FLP and for
any of the drugs, the solubilities in the three polymer solutions
increased in the order SAVal-DA(0.09) < SAVal-OA(0.16) < SAVal-
DA(0.16). The large drug loading capacity of the polymers suggests
potential application of the above-mentioned HMPs in drug
delivery. These polymers when tested for pH and temperature-
responsive in vitro release of two representative drug molecules,
KTP and NPX, sustained release of the drugs over a period of 10–50 h
was observed in presence of the copolymers at pH 5. However, at
the physiological pH (7.4) the release was observed to be faster.
The stability of the polymeric aggregates was studied under differ-
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ent environmental conditions (e.g., salt concentration, and organic
additives). Though, the aggregates become unstable upon addition
of ethanol or urea, addition of increasing amount of NaCl was found
to enhance stability of the aggregates. As evaluated by MTT assay
with mammalian 3T3 cells, all the three anionic copolymers did
not affect the growth of 3T3 cells. They were also found to pass the
test for hemocompatibility. It is also important to note that large
sizes (>40 nm) of the HMPs in combination with their high drug
loading capacity can enhance bioavailability of the solubilized drug
molecules.
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